Abstract-We consider a hybrid wireless sensor network with regular and transmit-only sensors. The transmit-only sensors do not have the receiver circuit (or have a very low data-rate one), hence are cheaper and less energy consuming, but their transmissions cannot be coordinated. Regular sensors, also called cluster-heads, are responsible for receiving information from the transmit-only sensors and forwarding it to sinks. The main goal of such a hybrid network is to reduce the cost of deployment while achieving some performance goals (minimum coverage, sensing rate, etc).
I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor networks are important emerging area of mobile networking. They pose unusual requirements to network designers, in particular with highly constrained resources and functionality. These constraints concern the event-to-sink performance of the network [2] , and thus require a sufficient density of deployment to correctly monitor the sensing domain, and efficient transport solutions in order to provide the detected information to the central unit.
An important issue in sensor network design is how to minimize the dollar cost of a sensor network, while providing some performance guarantees (e.g. in terms of coverage, throughput, power consumption). This is especially important in applications where a sensing range imposed by an application is small, hence high density of coverage is needed and many sensors have to be deployed.
An idea, proposed in [3] to reduce the network cost, consists in using a hybrid network architecture composed of transmitonly sensors and cluster-heads. The transmit-only nodes sense the environment and occasionally transmit packets. They are supposed to be cheap and deployed massively to achieve certain required network coverage and density. The clusterheads are also sensor nodes but either wired or equipped with more complex, full-duplex radios. Their goal is to collect information from transmit-only sensors and to forward it to sinks. The work in [3] is the only work on transmit-only sensor we are aware of.
The main advantage of this hybrid architecture is its lower cost than for convectional architectures due to much lower complexity of the transmit-only radio die. Moreover, in some cases it can achieve essential savings in power consumption, since the emitting part of the sensor radio typically consumes much less power (e.g. 2-5 times) than the receiving one (see [4] - [6] ).
An immediate consequence of the assumption on the transmit-only sensors is that the transmission traffic generated by them is completely non-coordinated. Thus, one has to admit that some part of the detected information will be lost because of packet collisions at the cluster-heads. Note that arbitrarily increasing the density of the transmit-only sensors and/or their traffic intensity, one may saturate the transport layer and thus make the situation even worse.
A solution to this problem lies in the behaviour of the cluster-heads. When a cluster-head starts receiving a packet from a sensor, it does not know a priori whether the packet will be successfully received. It may happen that the clusterhead starts receiving a weak packet and during the course of the packet reception another, closer, sensor starts transmitting. If the interference created by this new packet transmission is large enough, it results in the loss of both packets. Instead, if the cluster-head had ignored the weak packet he could have probably received the strong one (this example is explained in details in Section II-E).
Bearing in mind the above example, we define various packet reception policies, which are supposed to maximize the cluster-head performance for particular design goals. Based on the estimated traffic and the information about the sensor that is the source of a given packet, the cluster-head can decide whether it starts receiving it or not. For example, when the network traffic is low, the cluster-head should try to receive any packet it detects. On the contrary, when the network traffic is high, it should adapt and focus only on packets coming from near-by sensors. A simple heuristic packet admission policy that maximizes the total number of successfully received packets is proposed in [3] .
In this paper we thoroughly analyze the performance of the information transport from sensors to cluster-heads in the hybrid sensor network assuming a detailed mathematical model of random access networks developed in [1] . More precisely, we consider two different performance metrics: the effective coverage (the region from which the rate of successfully received packets is high enough) and the throughput at the receiver (the total rate of successfully received packets). For these metrics we derive the optimal packet reception policies.
In particular we proof that the heuristic policy from [3] indeed maximizes the throughput. Finally, we quantify the savings in dollar cost and power consumption obtained with the hybrid architecture with respect to the conventional one.
A sensor networks is often deployed to collect information on a certain type of infrequent events. Then, in order to provide long life-time, much of the time the network has a very-low duty cycle and so the generated traffic in it is low. However, occasionally, when a monitored event happens, the traffic may significantly increase. It is thus important to design such a network for it to can support well both regimes. We shall consider both cases when optimizing the hybrid network performance, and should be able to adapt to changes in traffic.
Below we summarize our findings: • We define a model of transmit-only sensor networks and we show how we can apply [1] to analyze its performance.
• Using results from [1] we derive the max-min fair packet admission policy, and show it maximizes coverage.
• We derive the throughput optimal packet admission policy, and prove that it coincides with [3] , which was previously unknown.
• We quantify savings in deployment costs and power consumptions of the hybrid architecture over the conventional ones. We show that the substantial savings are possible, but only with optimized packet admission policies.
Note that in this paper we are not interested in how to obtain the sensor deployment that satisfies a correct monitoring of the domain. Several results on this subject were already published; e.g. using the explicit formula for the volume fraction of the stochastic geometry Boolean model (see eg. [7] , [8] ) or an asymptotic formula, which can be applied when the density of nodes is large while the sensing ranges are small; see [9] , [10] .
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we describe the system assumptions in details. In Section III we develop our model and provide a primary analysis of its transport layer. Then, in Section IV we pose and solve some general problem of max-min fairness of the packet reception policy. This result is used in Section V to study the coverage problem. In Section VI we derive the throughput optimal policy. Cost and power savings are discussed in Section VII. We illustrate numerically the advantages of the hybrid network architecture over the conventional one in Section VIII and we conclude in Section IX. Appendix provides some auxiliary comments, which make the paper more self-contained.
II. SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS Let us consider a network of sensors and cluster-heads. Sensors are simple sensing devices that are equipped only with a single transmitter. They are supposed to sense and periodically send information to the cluster-heads. Clusterheads are more powerful (and more expensive) sensors. They are equipped with a receiver and a transmitter, and their special role is to collect information from transmit-only sensors and forward it to a central server. The network consists of a large number of sensors and a much smaller number of clusterheads. We want to analyze and optimize the performance of the information transport from sensors to cluster-heads.
A. Events and traffic
Traffic in the sensor network is triggered by events. One can consider two types of events. The first type are time instants at which a sensor decides to transmit a packet with the information about the actual state of the sensed environment. These events are typically independent and their frequency is constant in time and depends on the nature of the sensed environment.
The second type of events are time instants at which a sensor detects some random excitation in its proximity and transmits a packet with the report on it. If the excitation of the medium is not local and persists for some time (like in an intrusion detection problem) these events may be spatially correlated, and their frequency may vary in time (e.g., when the excitation is over, the sensors may go to a sleep mode, or sense at some smaller rate). However, for such types of events a random, Aloha-type back-off mechanism has to be implemented at sensors, in order to avoid systematic packet collisions from other sensors sensing the same excitation. Thus, even if events are correlated, packet transmissions are not. Furthermore, assuming that the time and space scale of the spatial throughput analysis corresponds to the duration of the excitation and the region from which the sensors report on it, we can conclude that for the second type of events the packet transmissions are independent and their frequency is constant too.
We also assume that the spatial data resolution required by a sensing application is high, hence the sensing range of each sensor is low. Transmit-only sensors are thus used to increase the sensing resolution.
A canonical example, considered in this paper, is this of a channel with the throughput of 1 MB/s at the physical layer, which is shared by sensors homogeneously distributed with the density of λ s = 10 sensors/m 2 . We consider the periods when the channel is actively used by all the sensors which emit with the temporal intensity λ e = 1 kbps. Such a relatively high intensity may be reasonable to perform correctly during some periods of persistent excitations.
B. Transmit-only sensors
The advantage of transmit-only sensors is their low complexity and inherently lower cost. In some recent radio designs [4] - [6] the emitter part consumes significantly less operational power and it occupies much lesser surface of the die than the receiver part. This difference is particularly apparent for the new generation of impulse-based UWB sensors, where transmitters generate only sequences of pulses, and most of the complexity (synchronization, channel estimation, etc.) is in the receiver [3] , [11] .
To be more specific, let us denote the dollar cost per unit and the energy consumption per packet transmission for the transmit-only sensor by C s and E s , respectively. These values depend on particular device technologies, and in our model we will assume that they are given.
Also, we assume that the sensors are transmit-only in a sense that they cannot coordinate their transmissions. In practice, these sensors may be equipped with an additional low-cost and low-rate radio for purposes of configuration and control. However, we assume that the communication rate of the configuration radio (if it exists) is far below the rate of data radio, hence it cannot be used to coordinate data transmissions.
C. Cluster-heads
Cluster-heads are more sophisticated and more expensive sensors. They can sense information but also receive packets from transmit-only sensors, and forward them (possibly via other cluster-heads or through a wired link) to sinks. We assume that cluster-heads have a reliable communication of a higher rate to sinks, which does not interfere with the transmitonly sensor channel.
For the cluster head, we will denote by C c , E c and P cr the dollar cost per unit, the energy consumption per reliable packet transmission and the power consumption during the reception, respectively. We will use them as parameters when comparing economic cost and power consumption of a conventional and the heterogeneous architecture. Note that a reliable wireless communication requires a complex protocol, hence typically we have E c > E s .
D. Power consumption
If cluster-heads are awake all the time and listen to infrequent packet transmissions from the sensors, their power consumption will be very high. However, the heterogeneous design may be desirable if only a small number of clusterheads is required per network (e.g. a few wired cluster-heads). In this case we are only interested in minimizing network cost and we do not discuss power savings.
Alternatively, in a scenario when an occasional burst of traffic occurs in the network, a cluster-head may be able to detect such traffic and wake up. It needs to be awake only during busy periods, and once a busy period is over it can go back to sleep. Typically, the bursts periods are infrequent and guarantee long network lifetime. However, it is the busy period when network is measuring useful information and thus the network design has to be optimized for this regime. In this scenario the heterogeneous architecture can benefit both in terms of cost and power consumption over the conventional one. We quantify these benefits in Section VIII.
E. Reception
Since sensors are transmit-only, they send packets blindly and cannot detect collisions. The goal of cluster-heads is to receive these packets. We suppose that a packet is correctly received if the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR), empirically averaged over the packet reception period, is higher than some threshold. Otherwise, the packet is lost. We consider a slow fading Gaussian channel channel model with spreading and interleaving. Spreading corresponds to CDMA [6] or UWB [5] spreading where each symbol is multiplied by a spreading code. Interleaving means that each bit is sent through many (say M ) symbols uniformly distributed over the duration of the packet size. Suppose that the receiver is equipped with a matched filter (coherent maximal ratio combiner). Then, the standard analysis (see e.g. [12, Section 3.2.1]) says that there is a threshold γ on the SINR that should be respected in order to maintain the link quality;
where H is the link fading value, W and I j are, respectively, the noise power and the power received from interferers during the j symbol, P rec is the received power averaged over fading effects that is supposed to depend only on the emitted power and the distance between the emitter and the receiver. Remark, that interleaving allows for the empirical averaging of the interference I in (2.1) over the packet duration. We will interpret (2.1) as the SINR condition identifying the successful packet reception the MAC layer, given the link fading value H and the received interference power process {I j }. Commonly used fading model is Rayleigh one, where the fading in the baseband, complex representation of the signal is assumed to be a circular complex Gaussian random variable. In this case H is exponential random variable (see e.g. [12, p. 50 and 501]). We assume a slow fading channel, hence H does not change during a packet transmission but changes from one packet to another.
F. Packet admission policies
A cluster-head needs to synchronize to a packet sent by a sensor before receiving it. In order to synchronize to a packet, the cluster-head has to receive it with some minimum power (e.g. needed to have symbol-error rate of 10% during the preamble) 4 . If this condition is satisfied, the cluster-head continues receiving it until the end of the transmission. If the transmission is lost because of the interference created by another packet emission, the error will be detected only at the end of the reception. Moreover, this interfering packet will be lost as well since the cluster head was not idle to synchronize to the new packet at its arrival epoch; cf. Figure 1 .
In order to improve the efficiency, we introduce a packet admission policy. Once the cluster-head is synchronized to a packet and finds out from its preamble which sensor is comes from, it may decide to receive or ignore the detected packet according to some packet admission policy. Packet admission policies are based, for example, on the average received power P rec (or equivalently, the sensor's distance, available from previous measurements of the power received from the same sensor) or instantaneous value HP rec of the received power. These policies allow the cluster-head e.g. to ignore some weak packets so that it is more often available for stronger packets. In this paper we consider policies that are functions of P rec . A reason for this is to guarantee a certain range of coverage. We leave the analysis of policies based on instantaneous received power for future work. The choice of a particular policy depends on system design goals, described in Section II-H. For example, a throughput optimal policy is discussed in [3] .
G. Sensor placement
Sensors in a given network realization are fixed. One can evaluate the performance of a given fixed configuration of sensors served by a given cluster head applying some admission policy. However, any optimization has to be then done numerically and will be valid only for this particular configuration.
In order to derive more universal conclusions, which can be applied to any dense sensor placement, we adopt a rather standard stochastic approach. Namely, we optimize the system parameters with respect to the average performance, taken over all possible spatio-temporal configurations of packet emissions, which are driven by some spatio-temporal Poisson point process. We call this model a Poisson-rain process of events. It corresponds to the situation where each event is associated with one sensor that activates only once, when the event occurs, and leaves the system afterward.
We explain in Appendix why the Poisson-rain process is a reasonable approximation of the packet traffic generated by an arbitrary deterministic repartition of sensors on the plane, provided their density is large. However, it is important to keep in mind that this model is only a mathematical approximation; in reality the sensors are persistent, and the cluster-head can recognize them and collect information on each of them (their locations or average received powers).
H. Design goals and performance metrics
We consider several design goals, related to the transport of the information from sensors to cluster-heads. Our principal performance metric is the spatio-temporal density ρ(x) of the received information. We define it as the mean number of packets received from sensors, per second, from the surface area dx.
The main parameter that can be tuned in order to shape the information transport from sensors to the cluster-heads is the packet admission policy applied by cluster heads. In this paper, we are interested in finding the optimal packet admission policies for different performance metrics. In addition to packet admission policies, the system designer could influence the placement of nodes (at least the density), transmission power, and frequency of transmissions. These may be difficult to optimize due to limited configurability of transmit-only sensors and we leave it for future work.
In general, the network designer may be interested in maximizing the coverage of some sensing domain or in increasing the total throughput. These contradictory goals are realized by the policies which are, respectively, defined in Sections V and VI;
Finally, the goal of this paper is to propose a hybrid network that will achieve some savings in power consumption and deployment cost. In particular, we want to show how much money can a designer save by combining wireless transceiver sensors with the cheap transmit-only ones. To that respect we study the economic optimization problem in Section VII, which finds the right proportion of the two types of devices that minimizes the cost of a network, under the constraint of some desired level of the effective (transport-aware) coverage. We quantify the savings for different architecture parameters.
Furthermore, as explained in Section II-D, in some cases, the hybrid architecture can reduce the power consumption. We also quantify these savings in Section VII.
III. THE MODEL AND ITS PRIMARY ANALYSIS
In this section we develop our model and provide a primary analysis of its transport layer. We also define a naive policy to which we will compare our optimal policies, developed in further sections.
A. One-cluster-head model
We will model the traffic described in Section II-A by a spatio-temporal Poisson point process (see Section II-G) of events (packet transmissions) with intensity λ s (x)dx × λ e dt, (x ∈ R 2 , t ∈ R), where λ s , λ e are, respectively, the mean number of sensors placed at dx, and the temporal intensity of packet traffic sent by each sensor. (We assume x ∈ R 2 and λ s (x) = 0 outside the sensor deployment region.) This Poisson rain of events (packets) is supposed to be received by one cluster-head, whose behavior is described in Sections II-E-II-F. Specifically, the cluster-head applies some (possibly randomized) admission policy d(x) 5 , which is the probability that it tries, given it is idle, to receive a given packet emitted from dx. (When d(x) takes only two values {0, 1} the policy is deterministic.) We assume that the admission decisions are taken independently of each other and of anything else, and thus the spatio-temporal process of admissible packets is the Poisson process with intensity
Inspired by the channel description of Section II-E, we assume that a given admissible packet, arriving when the clusterhead is idle, is correctly received if some SINR, empirically averaged over the reception period B, is higher than some threshold γ; cf. (2.1). The interference is created by all other emissions taking place at this time period and by some external noise W . A detailed mathematical analysis of the performance of the cluster-head, modeled by some Erlang's loss system with interference and SINR condition (2.1) is done in [1] under the assumption of Rayleigh fading. In the next section we summarize the results of this analysis.
B. Density of information
We study the density of information received by a single cluster head ρ(x). Recall that we define it as as the mean number of packets received by the cluster-head per unit of time from the area dx. First, we remind the reader on a general fact that follows from the Campbell formula.
Fact 3.1: The density of received information is equal to
, where p free is the probability that a typical admissible packet finds the cluster head idle when it arrives and p rec (x) is the conditional probability that the typical admissible packet arriving from dx can be correctly received, given the cluster head stars receiving it.
Suppose that the cluster-head is located at the origin. Denote byP is the emission power used be all sensors, by L(x) the power attenuation function (path-loss) of the distance from x to 0, and by L W the Laplace transform of the power W of For a given admissible packet received by the cluster-head, let L 1 , L 2 , L JB be the Laplace transforms of the interference averaged over the reception period, generated respectively, by: admissible packets arriving when it is being received, admissible packets that are being sent at its arrival epoch, all non-admissible packets; cf. Figure 2 . These Laplace transforms are explicitly given by formulas (9.1), (9.2), (9.3) with λ = λ e d(r) λ s (x) dx begin the total intensity of the admissible packets (the integral is taken over the whole domain of the network deployment).
The following result was proved in [1] 
Fact 3.2:
The Erlang acceptance probability is equal to p free = 1/(1 + λB) and the conditional reception probability is equal to
Lets denote
(3.1) The following two, more explicit bounds on p rec (x) were proved in [1] as well.
Fact 3.3: We have
and L is given by (3.1) . The upper bound consists in taking no interfering arrivals before the reception of a given packet, whereas the lower bound consists in assuming homogeneous Poisson process of such arrivals (in reality, given the arrival epoch of some reception, there are statistically less arrivals just before it).
Denote by ρ(x), ρ(x), respectively, the lower and the upper bound of ρ(x) obtained when p rec (x) in Fact 3.1 is replaced by, respectively, p rec (x) and p rec (x). Note that both p rec (x) and p rec (x) do not depend on d(·) which makes the analysis of ρ(x), ρ(x) easier (for the quality of the bounds see Figure 4 , (c)).
C. Naive packet admission policy
Before describing some optimal policies, we define a naive policy d naive (x) = 1(x ∈ D 0 ), where the set D 0 is fixed such that mean received power is large enough to receive correctly the packet, given only external noise W (no interference) 6 ; i.e., D 0 = {x :P L(x)/W ≥ γ}. This naive policy was proposed and analyzed in [3] . 6 This may correspond to the successful synchronization to the packet
IV. MAX-MIN FAIR PACKET ADMISSION POLICY
In this section we are interested in solutions, which can provide coverage of a given sensing domain D by the density of received information ρ(x) proportional to some given desired profile D(x). Knowing that the attenuation function L(x) (and thus p rec (x)) typically decreases with the distance |x| to the cluster-head, one can compensate it by increasing the reception policy d(x) with x, to obtain the desired coverage over the sensing domain D. We will formalize this problem by defining the max-min fair admission policy, very much as in [14] . In Section V we will show that this approach can be used to maximizes the coverage D, given some minimum required information density (ρ(x) > ρ for all x ∈ D). [14] . One can prove the following result.
A. Max-min fair policy Definition 4.1: For a given weight function D, a policy d(x) is called weighted max-min fair, and denoted be d maxm (x, D) if it realizes the following principle: any increase of the ratio ρ(x)/D(x) on some set dx of positive Lebesgue's measure would be at the expense of decreasing of some already smaller ratio ρ(y)/D(y) on some non-null set dy ⊂ D. 7 It is known that if d maxm (·, D) exists then it is unique

Proposition 4.2: If the weighted max-min fair policy d maxm (x, D) on D exists, it satisfies the constraint ρ(x)/D(x) = const for all x ∈ D.
Proof: Suppose this is not the case and there is some
> 0, and if we decrease d(x 1 ) by arbitrarily small we will increase ρ(x) for all x = x 1 , including ρ(x 2 ), which yields contradiction. Note that the fact that ρ(x)/D(x) = const for all x ∈ D is a consequence of the wireless medium; max-min fair rates are not always equal in wired case, as shown in [14] .
B. Max-min approximations
We cannot exactly characterize the max-min fair policy for ρ(x). However, we can obtain some bounds. To this regard define two policies d maxm and d maxm by the principle formulated in Definition 4.1 with ρ replaced by, respectively, ρ and ρ.
Moreover
We define in the similar manner I, M replacing p rec (x) in the above formulas by p rec (x).
For a given policy d(·) denote by ||d|| λs = D d(x)λ s (x) dx the total spatial intensity of admissible packets under d(·).
We will prove now the following result concerning d maxm , d maxm . 1(x ∈ B(0, R) ) in the spherical sensing domain D = B(0, R) .
Proposition 4.3: • The max-min fair policy d maxm (·, D) for ρ(x) on D exists if and only if M < ∞, it is equal to
The problem of maximizing the domain while providing some minimal density of information can be formalized now as follows. For a given value ρ ≥ 0 let R maxm (ρ) be the maximal R such that there exist a policy d(x) achieving the density of received informations ρ(x) ≥ ρ for x ∈ B(0, R).
We see from Corrolary 5.1 that the policy which maximizes coverage is the max-min fair policy. Moreover, due to the uniform coverage, we have that ρ(x) = const for all x. Since the attenuation function L(x) is strictly increasing, it follows that for x 1 > x 2 and ρ(
Thus we have that d maxm (R maxm ) = 1, and we can use this equation to calculate R maxm .
The problem again is that d maxm (x) cannot be expressed explicitly. Instead, we calculate bounds on R maxm . Recall that
Similarly we define R maxm = R maxm (ρ). The following result can be concluded from Proposition 4.3 in this regard.
Corollary 5.2: For a given
Again, we verify in Figure 4 (c) that the bounds ρ maxm , ρ maxm are very tight. We present some more numerical illustrations in Section VIII.
VI. THROUGHPUT-OPTIMAL PACKET ADMISSION POLICY
Consider now the problem of the maximization of the total weighted intensity of received information U = Denote by U , U , respectively, the lower and the upper bound of the total weighted intensity of information obtained when ρ(x) is replaced by ρ(x) and ρ(x). As previously, we can solve this global optimization problem for the bounds ρ(x) and ρ(x), and in this way approximate the solution of the original problem.
Denote the following water-filling region
We define in the similar manner D, θ * replacing p rec (x) in the above formulas by p rec (x).
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Proposition 6.1:
maximizes U . Under this policy
• The policy d Proof: We consider the lower bound problem (proof for the upper bound is analogous): maximize
By the strong duality and the KKT conditions the optimal policy has the form of the indicator function d
The values of these constants are found by the standard waterfilling policy. The remaining part of the result follows from In other words, to maximize the total capacity it is optimal to receive only packets whose received power is larger than some threshold. We illustrate this finding numerically in Section VIII.
VII. OPTIMIZING THE NETWORK COST AND POWER
CONSUMPTION
In this section we show how our previous findings can be used to decrease network cost and/or power consumption, and we will quantify these savings. For illustration purposes we will focus on networks with random dense deployment of transmit-only sensors and regular repartition of cluster-heads on the plane, in which the goal is to achieve a certain minimal density of information. We will derive the minimal density of sensors and cluster-heads that need to be deployed, and we will derive a lower bound on the cost savings.
In order to formalize the problem of the economic optimization of the proportion of the two types of devices, we assume that information obtained (sensed) directly by clusterheads sensors is delivered to the central unit with probability one, while the information obtained by a transmit-only sensor located at x is delivered there with probability p rec (x−Z * (x)) where Z * is the location of the cluster-head nearest to x. Furthermore, let us assume a regular repartition of clusterheads on the plane. A simple model consists in taking them to be repartitioned on a regular, triangular grid with some density λ c , as depicted in Figure 3 . This means that λ c = 4/(∆
2
√
3), where ∆ is the distance between two adjacent cluster-heads. Note that maximal distance to a nearest cluster head is equal to R max (λ c ) = 4/ λ c 3 √ 3. As as in the previous section we model the traffic of packets sent by the sensors to the cluster-heads (who act independently) by Poisson rain model of events that is assumed to be stationary both in time and on the whole plane R 2 . To further simplify the model, we assume that at each point x in space at least one cluster-head has to achieve ρ(x) ≥ D. This is an upper bound on λ c ; in reality, a packet that is lost by a cluster-head, may still be captured by another cluster-head. However, this upper-bound is sufficient to numerically demonstrate large savings of the hybrid approach.
A. Cost optimisation
Let us assume the cost of a sensor and a cluster-head are C s and C c , as described in Section II-B and Section II-C. Consider the following problem: minimize the cost of the network by unit area C = λ s C s + λ c C c given some minimal intensity of received information λ e λ c + ρ(R max ) ≥ D, where λ e λ c is the density of information captured directly by the clusterheads and ρ(R max ) is the lowest density of information that can by obtained from the sensors given max-min (maximizing coverage) admission policy.
In order to solve this problem, given D and λ e , λ s , consider the max-min policy d maxm (x, R maxm (ρ 0 )) which achieves the density of information at least ρ 0 = D − λ e λ within the disk of radius R maxm (ρ 0 ) (cf. Corollary 5.2). Taking
we express the cost of the network C = C(λ c /λ s ) as the function the proportion between the intensity of cluster-heads and the sensors. Finally, we look for its maximal value.
B. Power optimization
Let us assume the energy consumed to transfer a packet by a sensor and a cluster-head are E s and E c respectively, and the power consumed by a cluster-head listening to sensors is P cr , as described in Section II-B and Section II-C. Total power consumed during the busy period is P hybrid = λ s λ e E s + λ c λ e E c + λ c P cr , and the corresponding optimization problem is to minimize the power consumption of the network by unit area λ s λ e E s + λ c (λ e E c + P cr ) given some minimal intensity of received information λ e λ c + ρ(R max ) ≥ D. Note that the problem is equivalent to the cost optimization where C s = E s and C c = (E c + P cr ).
In the conventional architectures where all sensors have receivers, they do not need to listen to medium all the time, as they can schedule transmissions and sleep in between. Total power consumed by a network in this case during a busy period is P conventional = λ c λ e E c .
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we give some numerical examples. We consider the canonical traffic scenario described in Section II-A Single cluster-head scenario: In this part we consider a scenario with a single cluster-head at 0. We compare maximum radii of different admission policies. In addition to d maxm and d * , defined in Section V and Section VI respectively, we introduce the coverage-optimal naive (CON) policy. It is defined as the naive policy (see Section III-C)
We can see from the results in Figure 4 (a) that R maxm ≈ R CON , hence that a deterministic policy with a well-chosen radius provides almost as good coverage as the max-min fair policy. In addition, we see from Figure 4 (b) that CON policy is more efficient. A more detailed discussion on a trade-off between efficiency and fairness is out of the scope.
We also see on Figure 4 (b) that maximizing capacity requires admission region R * that is much larger than R maxm and R CON , having significantly smaller ρ(x) < ρ maxm (x). Furthermore, naive policy over the whole network (D naive (x) = 1) yields much smaller rates everywhere, and the smaller total rate.
Economic and power optimization: We now look at the economic aspects, described in Section VII. Figure 5(a) shows the required density of cluster-heads in the hybrid network in function of the density of transmit-only sensors, given the minimal value min x ρ(x) = ρ(R max ) = 0.75. Figure 5(b) shows the network cost economization in function of the cluster-head/sensor unit cost ratio. We can see that even when a price of a cluster-head is only slightly higher than a price of a transmit-only sensor, we can achieve significant savings. On a contrary, using the naive policy, cost savings are negligible.
Similarly, in Figure 5 (c) we see that power savings can be substantial as E c /E s grows. Clearly, savings depend on the power cluster-heads consume on listening to sensors, but they can be large even if this power is large (e.g. P cr /(E s λ e ) = 10), provided that E c /E s is also large. With naive policies power consumption increases.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyzed hybrid sensor networks consisting of transceiving (cluster-heads) and transmit-only sensors. We presented a detailed mathematical model of a physical and MAC layer of the network. Using this model we derived the optimal packet admission policies for cluster-head that maximize coverage or total throughput. We demonstrated that the dollar-cost and the power consumption of a sensor network can be decreased while maintaining the same network coverage when the optimal policies are implemented. This can be done based only on the knowledge of the mean packet received power. Alternatively, one can considered policies based on the instantaneous rather than the average received power. We leave this for future work. 
. )).
Moreover, if the spatial repartition of X i is sufficiently dense, then the atomic measure Λ s (dx) can be reasonably "smoothed" leading to approximative integral formulas with respect to a diffuse measure. In particular, if the repartition is dense and uniform (in empirical sense) then the sums can be approximated by integrals with respect to the Lebesgue's measure Λ(dx) = λ s dx with λ s = #{X i ∈ D}/|D| where |D| is the surface of D.
B. Sketch of the proof of Fact 3.2
In order to make the paper more self-contained, we sketch here the proof presented in [1] .
Denote by P 0 a and E 0 a , respectively, the probability and expectation given the packet arriving at time 0 is accepted by the receiver. Then, by (2.1) we have
where H 0 is the fading in the channel of the accepted packet, L(x) the (mean) path-loss in this channel, and I 1 , I 2 , I 3 are the three components of the interference averaged over the reception period: interference created by admissible packets arriving when the given packet it is being received, admissible packets that are being sent at its arrival epoch and all nonadmissible packets (cf. Figure 2 3 )/(P L(x)) .
Observing that W , I 1 + I 2 , I 3 are mutually independent random variables, and that the conditioning on the fact that the packet arriving at time 0 is accepted by the receiver has no impact on W and I 3 we can write where γ x = γ/(P L(x)). In order to evaluate the Laplace transform of I 1 + I 2 we observe that
• the process of accepted arrivals is an independently marked zero-delayed renewal process with the generic inter-arrival time equal to B + E, where E is exponential with parameter λ, • the process of the arrivals that are rejected is an independent marked, double stochastic Poisson point process with intensity equal to λ on the set busy periods of the receiver and 0 elsewhere; (cf Figure 6 ).
